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1 The   first   point   that   a   reviewer   must
inescapably avouch about this book is that
the  Author   is   the  best   specialist  of   the
subject matter and that the opus was long
awaited.  The  book  opens  with  the  grande
révolution  dans  les  sciences  that   Diderot
announces   in   his   Thoughts  on  the
interpretation  of  Nature  (1753).   This
happens   to  happen  at   the  same   time  as
the   birth   of   a   volatile   but   specific
language   for   a   series   of   phenomena
pertaining   to   living   things,   and   in
particular   to   ‘living   matter’.   This
historical   juncture   is,   according   to   the
Author   (who   has   an   infinity   of
documental pièces d’appui up his sleeve to
support this stance), a kind of—Koselleck-
style—Sattelzeit of  biology:  a  period   that
predates the   formal   constitution  of   the
science  and  of  its  conceptual  framework,
yet contains both its seeds and the urging
need for its development.
2 Is  this  “revolution”  part  of  that   ‘Scientific  Revolution’   that  science  historians  have




when  the   living  becomes,  as   in  vitalist  materialism,  the  theoretical  pivot  of  a  new,
deeply problematic subject field (the Author quotes Jacques Monod as an inspiration
for the apt expression “scandale du vitalisme”).
3 Now  when  materialism  crosses  this  new  focus  on  the  autonomous  nature  of  life  and




4 This   indeterminacy  notwithstanding,  moreover,   in   the  vitalist   aleatory  materialist
field,   according   to   the  Author,   lives,   even   thrives   a  different,   clandestine   sort  of
determinism, that in various forms escapes the usual definition of Laplacian-daemon-
inspired  determinism,  which  indeed  is,  at  the  birth  time  of  the  philosphy  of  biology
before  biology,  conspicuous  by  its  absence.1 But  just  like for   ‘revolution’,  also  in  the
case of ‘determinism’ the point is not what might be undone, enlarged, integrated, but
what can be discovered when the historian sees what was unseen.
5 A  book  on  an   ‘-ism’  could  easily  get   lost   in   ‘-isms’.  There   is  a   second  part,  more
theoretical   and   more   concerned   with   current   debates   and   technicalities.   This
enterprise should not be judged by how much it is academically up-to-date. When you
bring together history of thought and present-day, à-la-page debates, something that
most  of  us  will  do  at  least  once  in  a  while,  you  are  setting  side  by  side,  so  to  say,  a
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6 From the  historiographic  point  of view some  question  could  be  raised  concernig  the
very features of the landscape. At times differences (both in quality and in weight) are
sacrificed   to   fanciness.   It   is  not  uncommon   in   recent   scholarship   to  be  partial   to
trouvailles—but,  for   instance,   it   is  simply  not  true  that  Condillac’s  Dissertation sur les
monades starts the move of Leibniz’s ideas to France, at least because it is apparent that
no one reacted to it. Similarly, one might feel just a tad of fastidium in seeing, not only
in   the   Author’s   ultimately   appropriative   but   mostly   measured   approach,   how
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